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Flux ropes in the Hermean magnetotail: Distribution,
properties, and formation

A. W. Smith1 , J. A. Slavin2 , C. M. Jackman1 , G.-K. Poh2 , and R. C. Fear1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, 2Climate and Space Sciences and
Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA

Abstract An automated method was applied to identify magnetotail flux rope encounters in
MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging) magnetometer data. The
method identified significant deflections of the north-south component of the magnetic field coincident
with enhancements in the total field or dawn-dusk component. Two hundred forty-eight flux ropes are
identified that possess well-defined minimum variance analysis (MVA) coordinate systems, with clear
rotations of the field. Approximately 30% can be well approximated by the cylindrically symmetric, linearly
force-free model. Flux ropes are most common moving planetward, in the postmidnight sector.
Observations are intermittent, with the majority (61%) of plasma sheet passages yielding no flux ropes;
however, the peak rate of flux ropes during a reconnection episode is ∼5 min−1. Overall, the peak
postmidnight rate is ∼0.25 min−1. Only 25% of flux ropes are observed in isolation. The radius of flux ropes
is comparable to the ion inertial length within Mercury’s magnetotail plasma sheet. No clear statistical
separation is observed between tailward and planetward moving flux ropes, suggesting the near-Mercury
neutral line (NMNL) is highly variable. Flux ropes are more likely to be observed if the preceding lobe field is
enhanced over background levels. A very weak correlation is observed between the flux rope core field and
the preceding lobe field orientation; a stronger relationship is found with the orientation of the field
within the plasma sheet. The core field strength measured is ∼6 times stronger than the local dawn-dusk
plasma sheet magnetic field.

1. Introduction

The flybys of Mercury by the Mariner 10 and MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochem-
istry, and Ranging) spacecraft demonstrated that Mercury possesses an internal magnetic field, one with the
same polarity as Earth’s field and a magnetic dipole moment of 195 ± 10 nT R3

M (where RM is the radius of
Mercury: 2440 km) [Ness et al., 1974; Anderson et al., 2012]. Mercury’s field is approximately aligned with its spin
axis but offset north from the planetary center by approximately 0.2RM [Alexeev et al., 2008, 2010; Anderson
et al., 2008, 2010, 2011; Johnson et al., 2012].

At the orbit of Mercury, by conservation of mass and magnetic flux, the solar wind is found to be ∼5–10 times
denser and coupled with an interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)∼3–6 times stronger than is observed at Earth
[Burlaga, 2001]. The combination of its weak internal field (approximately 1% the strength of Earth’s field) and
an average distance to the Sun of only ∼0.38 AU results in one of the most extreme magnetospheres found
in the solar system; one that can vary on the timescale of minutes [Slavin et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2015]. The
strong solar wind conditions and relatively small internal magnetic field contribute to create a very compact
magnetosphere, with an average magnetopause standoff distance of only∼1.45 RM [Ness et al., 1976; Winslow
et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2015]. Furthermore, during extreme solar wind dynamic events the magnetopause
standoff distance has been observed to decrease to 1.03–1.12 RM, just above the planetary surface [Slavin
et al., 2014].

The process of reconnection is critical to understanding the large-scale dynamics of Mercury’s magneto-
sphere. It is the fundamental process by which magnetic fields can reconfigure, changing the local magnetic
topology and transferring energy from the field to the local plasma. On the dayside of a planet, reconnection
can occur between the IMF and the planet’s internal field. Here reconnection results in the transfer of mass,
momentum, and energy from the solar wind into the magnetosphere. Once the magnetospheric field lines
are connected into the solar wind (they are open), they can convect toward the nightside of the planet over
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the magnetic poles, with the ambient solar wind flow, to form the magnetotail lobes. The open field lines in
the lobes sink toward the center of the magnetotail and reconnect once more, closing the magnetospheric
field. The convection of the recently closed field lines around the dawn and dusk flanks completes what is
known as the Dungey cycle [Dungey, 1961]. At Earth, the timescale for the Dungey cycle, the time between
the field lines being opened on the dayside and their subsequent closure on the nightside, is of the order of
1 h [Cowley, 1981; Browett et al., 2017]. In contrast, the timescale at Mercury is thought to be as little as ∼2 min
[Siscoe et al., 1975; Christon, 1987; Slavin et al., 2009, 2012].

During episodes of magnetotail reconnection the quasi antiparallel fields on either side of the magnetotail
current sheet come together and reconfigure. If this happens at a single location in the magnetotail, then
it might be expected that on the planetward side of the reconnection site, the newly closed but stretched
field lines will evolve under magnetic tension and return to a more dipole-like configuration (known as a
dipolarization). On the far side of the reconnection site, the open field lines, those connected at both ends to
the IMF, will be expelled down the magnetotail into the solar wind.

The picture changes somewhat if reconnection occurs at two or more locations. In a simplified, two-
dimensional picture this scenario results in the formation of magnetic islands (or plasmoids) between the sites
of reconnection [Schindler, 1974; Hones, 1977; Eastwood and Kiehas, 2015]. Moving to a three-dimensional sce-
nario, the magnetic islands (or loop-like plasmoids) will be formed only if there is no magnetic shear across the
magnetotail current sheet: the fields are perfectly antiparallel. At Earth it is commonly observed that there is
an azimuthal component, or shear across the magnetotail caused by the influence of the solar wind [Fairfield,
1979; Cowley, 1981]. The azimuthal field across the magnetotail can act as a guide field during reconnection,
resulting in the creation of flux rope-type plasmoids, possessing a helical topology with a strong core axial
field [Hughes and Sibeck, 1987; Moldwin and Hughes, 1991]. Indeed, Moldwin and Hughes [1992] found a strong
correlation between the dawn-dusk component of the magnetic field present within magnetotail flux ropes
and the magnitude and direction of preceding IMF: in 88% of their events the azimuthal field in the flux rope
was found to be in the same direction as the IMF (when averaged over the previous hour). Slavin et al. [2003]
found a similar result, with 79% of their 28 flux ropes found to be consistent with the preceding IMF. However,
a more recent study of 27 terrestrial flux ropes found only a weak correlation [Borg et al., 2012] and identified
events with opposing polarities within the same reconnection burst. Teh et al. [2014] attributed this discrep-
ancy to be a result of the relative strength of the guide field (BG); only strong guide fields (greater than 20%
of the reconnecting field) were found to result in core fields consistent with the external field. For weak BG

the flux rope core polarity more closely matched the quadrupolar Hall magnetic field. This is still an active area
of research.

If the rate of reconnection on the magnetopause is larger than that found within the magnetotail, then the
magnetotail will become loaded with magnetic flux (and energy). This flux can be later dissipated in episodes
of substorm-like activity [Siscoe et al., 1975; Slavin et al., 2010, 2012; Sun et al., 2015], much like at the Earth
[Akasofu, 1964; Baker et al., 1996; Huang, 2002].

Evidence for reconnection-driven magnetotail dynamics at Mercury were first identified in the energetic par-
ticle data obtained during the Mariner 10 flybys [Baker et al., 1986; Eraker and Simpson, 1986]. More recently,
analysis of the MESSENGER magnetometer data has revealed many in situ encounters with dipolarizations
[Sundberg et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2016] and flux ropes [Slavin et al., 2009, 2012; Di Braccio et al., 2015; Sun et al.,
2016] within the Hermean magnetotail.

The dominant direction of motion of flux ropes in the magnetotail is determined by the location of the
near-Mercury neutral line (NMNL) relative to the flux rope. Flux ropes formed on the sunward side of the NMNL
will move toward the planet and are thought to undergo rereconnection with the strong dipole field close to
the planet [Slavin et al., 2003]. Conversely, flux ropes tailward of the NMNL move down the magnetotail and are
ejected into the solar wind [cf. Hones et al., 1984; Moldwin and Hughes, 1992; Ieda et al., 1998]. From energetic
particle data collected during the Mariner 10 flyby, Baker et al. [1986] concluded that the NMNL was located
between 3 and 6 RM down the Hermean tail. Following this, evidence from the MESSENGER M2 and M3 fly-
bys determined the location of the neutral line (during these flybys) to be 2.8 RM and 1.8 RM from the planet,
respectively [Slavin et al., 2012]. The vicinity of the NMNL (∼1–3 RM) was later well sampled by MESSENGER’s
orbital phase; a survey of which agreed the location of the NMNL to be approximately 2–3 RM downtail
[Di Braccio et al., 2015]. More recently, Poh et al. [2017] performed a statistical analysis, using the sign of the BZ
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component of the magnetic field to infer the relative location of MESSENGER and concluded that the NMNL
is statistically located 3 RM down the Hermean tail.

The aim of this study is to investigate flux ropes in the Hermean magnetotail, with particular focus on their
properties, location, and formation. We present the most comprehensive survey of MESSENGER magnetome-
ter data, identifying 248 flux ropes. Of these, 74 are confirmed to be well represented by a cylindrical, linearly
force-free flux rope model.

Section 2 will introduce the data used, the magnetic field signatures of interest, and the flux rope magnetic
field model utilized. The method will be briefly summarized in section 3. The results of this survey will then be
explored with respect to the location, recurrence, and motion of the flux ropes. Finally, the structures will be
discussed with a focus on their formation and the driving of the Hermean magnetotail.

2. Data, Signatures, and Models

This section will summarize the data utilized by the study, as well as the signatures of interest and relevant
magnetic field models.

2.1. Data
The MESSENGER spacecraft [Solomon et al., 2007] orbited Mercury for∼4 years between March 2011 and April
2015. This study utilizes data obtained during this interval from the onboard magnetometer [Anderson et al.,
2007]. Data are used at a sampling rate of 20 Hz; use of such a high time resolution is necessitated by the short
timescales at Mercury; previous work found that flux rope encounters at Mercury generally last for less than 3 s
[Slavin et al., 2012; Di Braccio et al., 2015].

The magnetic field data in this study have been used in the Mercury Solar Magnetospheric (MSM) coordi-
nate system. In this Cartesian system the X̂MSM axis is directed sunward, the ẐMSM axis is directed northward
along the magnetic dipole axis, and the ŶMSM axis completes the right-handed system, directed approximately
duskward. The origin of the system is offset north from the planetary center by∼0.2 RM in accordance with the
measured offset of Mercury’s dipole field [Alexeev et al., 2008, 2010; Anderson et al., 2008, 2010, 2011; Johnson
et al., 2012]. The data have also been aberrated to account for Mercury’s orbital motion (using the daily aver-
age orbital velocity and an assumed solar wind velocity of 400 km s−1). The use of aberrated data is indicated
with prime notation (e.g., X′

MSM).

MESSENGER’s orbit was eccentric and highly inclined, resulting in almost vertical cuts through the magnetotail
plasma sheet several times a day during “hot” and “warm” season orbits. Magnetic field data from an exam-
ple passage of MESSENGER through the plasma sheet is shown in Figure 1a. MESSENGER began the interval
within the southern plasma sheet boundary layer. At approximately 16:17:30 UT the spacecraft passed into
the plasma sheet itself, recording diamagnetic depressions of the field indicating the presence of significant
plasma. While within the plasma sheet, the sign of BX′ reversed several times as the spacecraft encountered the
cross-tail current layer. MESSENGER exited the plasma sheet at around 16:26:00 UT, and entered the northern
plasma sheet boundary layer.

This manuscript uses data collected during a total of 319 plasma sheet encounters, spanning the entirety of
the MESSENGER mission. The plasma sheet crossings are those identified and examined by Poh et al. [2017];
for more information regarding their selection criteria, the interested reader is directed to their study.

The selection of crossings are evenly distributed across the midnight meridian and cover a range of downtail
distances from ∼1 to 3 RM. Limiting the data to intervals confirmed to lie within the plasma sheet reduces the
chance of false positive detections from various phenomena including waves, localized compression regions,
and dynamic events on the magnetopause.

2.2. Flux Rope Signatures
The plasma sheet passage displayed in Figure 1a included three flux ropes, and Figure 1b shows a zoom
in of the magnetic field for one of these flux ropes; deemed to be an approximately cylindrical, linearly
force-free structure. The key features of Figure 1b are the bipolar deflection in BZ and the local peaks in BY′

and |B|. The spacecraft can be approximated as stationary, as the flux rope moves with a much larger relative
velocity (< v > ∼ 465 km s−1) [Di Braccio et al., 2015]. Previous work has determined that within the magne-
totail the prevailing conditions result in the generation of flux ropes in the X̂MSM-ŶMSM plane, with their core
fields approximately in the ±ŶMSM direction, that travel either planetward or tailward (in the ±X̂MSM direction)

SMITH ET AL. HERMEAN MAGNETOTAIL FLUX ROPES 8138
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Figure 1. (a) An illustrative plasma sheet crossing, (b) with a zoom in of a flux rope detection, and (c) example MVA
hodograms. Figure 1a shows 15 min of 20 Hz MESSENGER magnetometer data in aberrated MSM coordinates; flux rope
encounters are shaded green. Figure 1b shows 10 s of data around an in situ flux rope encounter. Once more, the data
are presented in aberrated MSM coordinates. The vertical gray bars indicate the region selected for minimum variance
analysis (MVA), the resulting magnetic field hodograms (in the MVA system) are shown in Figure 1c.

[Slavin et al., 2003; Di Braccio et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016]. This configuration gives rise to a bipolar deflection
in the north-south component of the field (BZ ), with peaks in the axial direction (∼ |BY′ |) and the total field
(|B|). This signature is highly dependent on the trajectory through the structure, for example, the distance
of the spacecraft from the center of the flux rope at the point of closest approach will determine the magni-
tude of the core field recorded. The signature measured in BX′ varies depending on whether the spacecraft

SMITH ET AL. HERMEAN MAGNETOTAIL FLUX ROPES 8139
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encounters both the upper and lower hemispheres of the flux rope; local peaks or bipolar signatures are not
uncommon. More detail and figures depicting the result of various relative trajectories can be found in Borg
et al. [2012] and Di Braccio et al. [2015].

Minimum variance analysis (MVA) was first applied to spacecraft magnetic field observations for the purpose
of identifying the normal to magnetic discontinuities: such as current layers [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967]. The
method generates three eigenvalues and eigenvectors; the eigenvectors describe a new coordinate system
corresponding to the directions of minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance. The degeneracy of the
new system can be estimated by comparing the relative sizes of the eigenvalues. A well-defined, distinct
three-dimensional system will be described by eigenvalues that are all significantly different from one another
[Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998].

If the spacecraft passes sufficiently close to the axis of a force-free flux rope, then MVA can be used to estimate
its orientation and structure [Sibeck et al., 1984; Elphic et al., 1986; Slavin et al., 1989; Moldwin and Hughes,
1991; Xiao et al., 2004]. When applied to an encounter with a force-free, cylindrically symmetric flux rope,
MVA would be expected to show a clear bipolar signature in the maximum variance direction (ê3), a peak in
the intermediate direction (ê2), and very little variation in the direction of minimum variance (ê1). In fact, if
the spacecraft passes directly through the center of the flux rope, then the field in the direction of minimum
variance will be equal to zero. The combination of the core field peak and the bipolar signature result in a clear
rotation of the field in the hodogram of the maximum and intermediate variance directions. This signature is
shown in Figure 1c.

2.3. Flux Rope Field Model
A force-free flux rope model is used in this study to estimate some of the physical parameters of the flux rope
(e.g., radius and core field) and confirm that the recorded signature is due to the spacecraft’s passage through
a flux rope. The force-free model represents a simple, stable configuration where plasma pressure gradients
are assumed to be negligible (∇P = 0) and the flow of plasma is almost entirely parallel to the magnetic field,
B. In this regime the flux rope is self-balancing, with the magnetic tension force acting inward equal to the
magnetic pressure of the strong axial field directed outward. If the flux rope is assumed to be cylindrically
symmetric, then the magnetic field of such a structure can be described in cylindrical coordinates by the
following equations [Lundquist, 1950; Lepping et al., 1990]:

Baxial = B0J0(𝛼r′) (1)

Bazimuthal = B0HJ1(𝛼r′) (2)

Br = 0 (3)

where B0 is the magnitude of the magnetic field at the core of the flux rope, J0(𝛼r′) and J1(𝛼r′) are the zeroth
and first-order Bessel functions, and H = ±1, representing the helicity of the flux rope. The Bessel functions
depend on the scaled distance from the center of the flux rope (𝛼r′). For this work we normalize the results
such that the field is purely azimuthal at the edge of the flux rope and completely axial at the center. This
corresponds to setting 𝛼 = 2.4048 [Burlaga, 1988] and r′ =r ∕R0

, the impact parameter (0 ≤ r′ ≤ 1).

The cylindrically symmetric, constant 𝛼 (linearly) force-free flux rope model represents the lowest-energy con-
figuration of helical fields [Priest, 1990] and so probably better represents flux ropes observed some time after
formation.

3. Method

For a full, comprehensive description of the flux rope identification method the reader is directed to Smith
et al. [2017]. In summary, the following steps are used to identify flux rope encounters:

1. Baseline crossing and peak detection: Significant deflections of the north-south component of the mag-
netic field are located.

a. Field deflections where ΔBZ ≥ 1𝜎 are selected (that pass through BZ = 0).
b. The deflections are required to be coincident with a peak in |BY | or |B| (which are identified using a

continuous wavelet transform).

SMITH ET AL. HERMEAN MAGNETOTAIL FLUX ROPES 8140
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2. Minimum variance analysis (MVA): A consistent three-dimensional magnetic structure is confirmed.
a. The eigenvalue ratios 𝜆3∕𝜆2

and 𝜆2∕𝜆1
are required to be ≥5.

b. A small variation in eigenvalue ratios (≤1.75) is needed when the limits of the analysis are varied.
c. The eccentricity of the maximum-intermediate hodogram must be small (e ≤ 0.9).

3. Force-free model fitting: The structure is confirmed and physical parameters are estimated.
a. A good fit to the force-free model is required (modified 𝜒2 ≤ 0.15).
b. The best fit model impact parameter must be small: r′ ≤ 0.5.

The numerical thresholds were determined empirically by application of the method to trial intervals (both
at Mercury and at Earth). Two small changes have been made to the method described by Smith et al. [2017].
First, a criterion that the deflection crosses through BZ = 0 has been added. Physically, this corresponds to
a requirement that the spacecraft must pass through both the leading and trailing hemispheres of the flux
rope. Second, the maximum time window considered has been expanded from 2.5 s to 3 s.

For some of the following analysis the identifications that satisfy the criteria in points one and two will be used,
and these will be referred to as MVA-confirmed flux ropes. The motivation for this is to use, when possible, a
larger catalog for greater statistical validity. The flux ropes that are judged to be cylindrically symmetric and
linearly force-free, those that also satisfy the criteria in point three, form a subset of this larger catalog and will
be referred to as the force-free subset.

4. Statistical Results

A total of 248 MVA-confirmed flux ropes were located within the 319 plasma sheet crossings, 74 of which
(∼30%) satisfactorily fit the force-free model. This force-free fraction is consistent with that determined by
Di Braccio et al. [2015] (16∕49 or 33% ). It is likely that this fraction is an overestimate; if the flux ropes deviate
far from cylindrical and force-free, then they are unlikely to be selected based on the results of their MVA
properties (and so the total population of flux ropes will be larger than 248).

4.1. Location and Frequency
The flux rope detections will now be discussed with respect to their rate and magnetospheric location. To that
end, Figure 2 includes panels displaying (a) the distribution of MVA-confirmed flux rope detections, (b) the
distribution of orbital time within the plasma sheet (termed observation time), and (c) the corresponding rate
of flux ropes observed per minute. Figures 2d and 2e then show the rate projected onto the X ′

MSM and Y′
MSM

axes, respectively. The color bars for Figures 2d and 2e show the plasma sheet observation time binned along
the X′

MSM and Y′
MSM axes, providing an estimate for how well the rates are defined for each bin.

Figure 2 shows the distributions for all MVA-confirmed flux ropes, but the equivalent plot for force-free flux
ropes shows similar results. Figure 2a shows a slight dawn-dusk asymmetry, with 58% of the detections being
located on the dawnside of the tail. This is also found to be the case for those detections confirmed to be
force-free; 62% are located on the dawnside of the midnight meridian (not shown).

The 319 plasma sheet crossings can be seen to give coverage over most of the magnetotail (Figure 2b). The
majority of the coverage can be seen to lie between 1.5 and 2.5 RM down the tail, and between −1.5 RM ≤

Y′
MSM ≤ 1.5 RM azimuthally. There is not a significant dawn-dusk asymmetry in the coverage (the plasma sheet

observation time follows a 52%–48% dawn-dusk split), ruling this out as a cause of the imbalance in the
numbers observed in Figure 2a.

Normalizing the number of flux ropes observed by the time spent within the plasma sheet reveals that
although the largest numbers of flux ropes were observed close to the center of the tail, these also coincide
with the locations most often covered by MESSENGER. Figure 2d shows that the rate of flux ropes increases
as you move down the tail up until ∼−2.5 RM. At this point the data coverage is not as comprehensive and so
the drop at this point could be due to the relatively small statistics beyond −2.5 RM (blue-colored bars indi-
cate relatively low observation time). Figure 2e shows the rate across the magnetotail. The distribution is fairly
symmetric within the central magnetotail (Y′

MSM ≤ ±0.5 RM), this corresponds approximately to the region
surveyed by Di Braccio et al. [2015], where no asymmetries were observed. Outside of the central region it can
be seen that flux ropes are more commonly observed at dawn; for the bins covering the 0.5 RM centered on
∼Y′

MSM = ±1 the rate is 3 times higher at dawn. This result correlates with recent observations of flux ropes
[Sun et al., 2016], statistical field distributions [Poh et al., 2017], and the origin of precipitating energetic elec-
trons [Lindsay et al., 2016], though is perhaps not as dramatic. A dawn-dusk asymmetry has also been observed
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Figure 2. Histograms showing the distribution of 248 (MVA-confirmed) flux ropes within the Hermean magnetotail. Data are binned in 0.25RM increments and
projected onto the equatorial plane of the MSM coordinate system. (a) The distribution of flux rope observations. (b) The distribution of plasma sheet
observations in minutes per spatial bin. (c) The resulting rate of flux rope observations (#∕T ). (d, e) The rate projected onto the X′

MSM
and Y′

MSM
axes, respectively.

The color bars for Figures 2d and 2e show the plasma sheet observation time projected onto the X′
MSM

and Y′
MSM

axes; this is shown to provide an approximate
measure of how well determined (or how much data) has produced the rates for that region.

for dipolarization fronts [Sun et al., 2016]. This correspondence could be explained by the simulations of Lu et al.
[2015], who suggest that planetward moving flux ropes may form dipolarization fronts as they rereconnect
with the planetary dipole field. Therefore, any asymmetry would be present in both types of event.

The variation in the rate of flux rope observations across the magnetotail (along the X ′
MSM axis) suggests that

the azimuthal extent of flux ropes within Mercury’s magnetotail is limited. Kiehas et al. [2013] inferred this to
be true for terrestrial flux ropes using multiple spacecraft; the absence of contemporaneous flux rope obser-
vations at an adjacent spacecraft suggests a limited azimuthal extent. An alternative explanation could be
that flux ropes are not well modeled as cylindrical tubes; that they are distorted for much of their length and
as such not as easily identifiable.

The peak rate observed in Figures 2d and 2e is around 0.25 flux ropes per minute, just over 3 times the rate
observed by Sun et al. [2016]. It is possible that by selecting those flux ropes for which ΔBZ ≥ 1𝜎 (as opposed
to a fixed limit ofΔBZ ≥ 15 nT [Sun et al., 2016]), we are observing an additional population of small flux ropes.
Indeed, if we apply the same selection criterion (ΔBZ ≥ 15 nT) the number of flux ropes in the catalog drops
from 248 to 120, and the rate reduces to around 0.1 flux ropes per minute, consistent with their result [Sun
et al., 2016].

A dawn-dusk asymmetry in the rate of reconnection products has been observed at Earth [Walsh et al., 2014];
however, the asymmetry is in the opposite direction from that observed by both this and previous studies
at Mercury: at Earth, flux ropes are more commonly observed premidnight [Slavin et al., 2005; Imber et al.,
2011]. The peak rate of flux ropes observed at Earth was found to be ∼1.2 × 10−3 min−1 [Imber et al., 2011],
approximately 200 times smaller than that observed by this work.

The peak rate calculated above (0.25 min−1) is averaged over the plasma sheet observation time and binned
along the X′

MSM or Y′
MSM axis. However, measuring the recurrence in this manner does not fully convey the

intermittent nature of the flux rope observations. For example, in Figure 1a, three flux ropes are observed
during a single-plasma sheet crossing. The time from the first to the last flux rope is ∼39 s, so in this interval
the rate of flux rope observation is approximately 5 min−1, much higher than the average (0.25 min−1) would
have suggested.

Overall, during 61% of the plasma sheet encounters investigated, no (MVA-confirmed) flux ropes are observed;
this fraction increases to 83% when only force-free flux ropes are considered. Figure 3a shows these
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Figure 3. (a) A histogram of the number of MVA-confirmed (blue) and force-free (orange) flux ropes observed during
each plasma sheet crossing. (b) The distribution of times between adjacent MVA-confirmed flux ropes.

proportions and also that up to eight flux ropes have been observed in a single crossing. The large fraction
of intervals where no flux ropes are observed suggest that reconnection in Mercury’s magnetotail is sporadic
and occurs in bursts, producing several flux ropes (very rapidly) during each episode before the tail enters a
period of relative quiescence. Only 25% of MVA-confirmed flux ropes occur in isolation. This fraction is likely
to be an upper limit as some flux ropes are likely not identified.

Figure 3b shows the distribution of times between adjacent MVA-confirmed flux ropes. In total, 124 intervals
between adjacent flux ropes are plotted, the vast majority of which are shorter than ∼100 s. This suggests
that they are likely related to the same reconnection event within the magnetotail. A similarly short interval
between adjacent flux ropes has been observed at Earth [Imber et al., 2011].

4.2. Orientation
MVA can be applied to the force-free subset of flux ropes to estimate their approximate orientation [Sibeck
et al., 1984; Elphic et al., 1986; Slavin et al., 1989; Moldwin and Hughes, 1991; Xiao et al., 2004]. When applied to
a force-free flux rope the minimum variance direction (ê1) corresponds to the spacecraft passage through the
flux rope, the intermediate vector corresponds to the axial direction (ê2), and the maximum variance vector
completes the right-handed set (ê3). Figure 4 shows these MVA results for the force-free subset of flux ropes.
The rows show the results for the minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance directions, respectively.
Meanwhile, the columns, from left to right, show the X ′

MSM - Y′
MSM projection, the X′

MSM-ZMSM projection and
the angular difference between the vectors and an MSM base vector of interest.

For Figures 4a(i), 4a(ii), and 4a(iii), the minimum variance direction (ê1), the vectors largely lie in the X′
MSM to

Y′
MSM plane. Physically, this suggests that the motion of the flux ropes is limited to this plane, as has been

observed by previous studies [Slavin et al., 2003; Di Braccio et al., 2015]. However, the average angular differ-
ence between the minimum variance direction and the ±X̂′

MSM axis, is relatively large at 47.5∘, the distribution
of which in shown in Figure 4a(iii).

Figures 4b(i), 4b(ii), and 4b(iii), showing the results for the intermediate variance direction ((ê2), representing
the approximate direction of the core field show a similar result. The relative magnitude of the vectors is small
in panel (b)(ii) compared to that in Figure 4b(i). Figure 4b(iii) shows the distribution of angular differences
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Figure 4. Minimum variance analysis (MVA) results for the 74 force-free flux ropes. Shown are the (left column) X′
MSM

to Y′
MSM

and (middle column) X′
MSM

to Y′
MSM

projections, respectively. (right column) The angular difference in degrees between the variance vectors and the relevant MSM base vector. The rows, from top to
bottom, show the minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance vectors.

between the intermediate variance direction and the ±Ŷ′
MSM axis. Once more, this shows a relatively large

average angular difference (46.5∘), suggesting that a large range of flux rope orientations or skews is possible.

Previous studies have commonly observed flux ropes whose axes are tilted in the plane of the magnetic equa-
tor at both Earth [Hughes and Sibeck, 1987; Moldwin and Hughes, 1992; Slavin et al., 2003; Kiehas et al., 2012] and
Mercury [Sun et al., 2016]. Kiehas et al. [2012] proposed two potential mechanisms to explain this: (a) spread-
ing of the reconnection site east-west from near midnight resulting in a boomerang-shaped flux rope and
(b) an asynchronous release of the ends of the flux rope, leading to a self-consistent tilt. Both formation sce-
narios (a) and (b) would result in the core field deviating from the ±Y′

MSM direction. Scenario (a) may result
in a core field directed closer to the azimuthal unit vector, �̂� (e.g., along lines of constant radial distance
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from the planet). The average angular difference between the intermediate variance direction and the
azimuthal unit vector was found to be 46.0∘; slightly smaller than that found for the ±Ŷ′

MSM comparison, but
not decisively different. Thus, the results are not sufficient to distinguish between the formation scenarios on
a statistical basis; indeed, a combination of both processes is possible [Kiehas et al., 2012].

The final row (Figures 4c(i), 4c(ii), and 4c(iii)) shows that the maximum variance direction is most often aligned
with the±ẐMSM direction. However, the angular difference between the vectors still has a relatively large mean
value (34.8∘).

The results are broadly consistent with the most recent flux rope survey [Sun et al., 2016], though the mean
angular differences reported here are slightly larger. This could be due to a larger data set and slightly different
selection criteria. Here, for example, we place no firm limit on the size of the BZ deflection and therefore include
smaller-scale events that could perhaps have more extreme tilts (as they would be more susceptible to local
perturbations).

There are several selection effects deserving of mention. First, the preliminary signature sought to identify
potential flux ropes (section 3, item 1) is a bipolar deflection of BZ . If the flux ropes do not possess ΔBZ ≥ 1𝜎,
then they will not be located by this first step and will therefore not be present in the analysis. It is possible
that there are flux ropes excluded from this analysis whose principle axis of variation is poorly aligned with
±ẐMSM. Second, the identification process described in section 3, item 2 requires the presence of a peak in±BY

or |B|, BX is not considered and it is possible that some highly skewed flux ropes may not be selected (if the
peak in |B| is not correctly identified).

An important consideration when applying this analysis is the accuracy of the MVA technique. When MVA is
applied to a model force-free flux rope, an impact parameter of 0.5R0 results in an angular difference of ∼20∘

between the intermediate variance direction and the true axial direction [Xiao et al., 2004]. A real force-free flux
rope (even where the linear and cylindrical symmetry approximations are well founded) will almost certainly
result in a larger discrepancy between the intermediate variance axis and the axial direction. In light of this,
the relatively large spreads of angular differences observed in Figure 4 are perhaps not unexpected.

4.3. Physical Properties
Figure 5 shows several histograms detailing the distribution of flux rope parameters observed for the
force-free subset. Figures 5a and 5b show the duration and size of the magnetic field deflections, respectively,
measured from peak to peak of the bipolar BZ signature. Figure 5c shows the distribution of impact param-
eters inferred from the force-free model fit. Figures 5d–5f show the distributions of the inferred radius (R0),
core field (B0), and flux context (ΦFR). The first two panels are plotted for the entire MVA-confirmed catalog,
while the latter four only include those confirmed to be force-free.

It is worth noting that there is both a lower and upper cutoff to the duration measured in Figure 5a. The tech-
niques used to identify the events require at least four data points, and thus the lower limit to detection is 0.2 s.
In a similar manner, the maximum event length is 3 s; set by the maximum duration explored for the deflec-
tion of BZ . The average duration of 0.83 s for MVA-confirmed flux ropes is slightly larger than that obtained by
Di Braccio et al. [2015] (0.74 s). The small difference could be explained by the cutoff to the duration applied
by this work: no such lower limit was applied by Di Braccio et al. [2015]. The mean duration of force-free flux
ropes (1.08 s) is found to be greater than that of the larger catalog of MVA-confirmed flux ropes; suggesting
that smaller duration flux ropes met the force-free criterion less often. Physically, smaller flux ropes could be
more likely to either correspond to those observed soon after their formation (as discussed in section 2.3).

The distribution of Figure 5b increases fairly sharply down to |ΔBZ| ∼ 10 nT. The drop in the distribution below
this point could be a result of the requirement that the deflection is greater than the background fluctuations
of the field (|ΔBZ| ≥ 1𝜎). It is likely that a population of flux ropes whose magnetic deflections are smaller than
1𝜎 exist, but are not included in this survey. This population may also be missed as a result of the minimum
duration of 0.2 s (discussed above).

The distribution of flux rope impact parameters inferred from the force-free fit (Figure 5c) may indicate that
the method has resulted in a slight preference for selecting those flux ropes observed at the smallest impact
parameters (e.g., r∕R0

≤ 0.1). This could be explained by the requirements placed upon the MVA signature: as
the spacecraft passage moves farther from the central axis (the impact parameter increases) the MVA results
would be expected to be less reliable [Xiao et al., 2004] (and lead to the signature being rejected). Otherwise,
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Figure 5. Histograms showing the distribution of several key flux rope parameters. (a, b) Shown for the MVA-confirmed flux ropes (in blue); (c–f ) shown only for
the force-free subset (in orange) as they require parameters from the successful model fit. The means of the distribution are indicated with black vertical bars
(and numerically in the upper right of the panels). Figure 5a shows the duration of the flux ropes as measured by the in situ spacecraft data, between the
extremes of the bipolar BZ variation. Figure 5b shows the distribution of |ΔBZ |. Figure 5c shows the distribution of best fit impact parameters from the force-free
model fit, Figure 5d shows the inferred radius of the flux ropes, calculated assuming a velocity of 465 km s−1 and correcting for the impact parameter of the
encounter. Figure 5e displays the core fields observed, again inferred from the force-free fit. Figure 5f shows the distribution of flux contained with the flux ropes,
calculated using equation (4).

the distribution looks fairly constant, as may be expected: the flux ropes would be contained within the plasma
sheet, the entirety of which is traversed by the spacecraft.

Figure 5d) shows the distribution of best fit flux rope radii, calculated using the observed duration, best fit
model impact parameter, and an assumed average speed of 465 km s−1 [Di Braccio et al., 2015]. The use of
an average, and not a local speed, is not ideal. Di Braccio et al. [2015] measured the Alfvén speed (VA) of the
adjacent plasma sheet and found values to range from as low as ∼100 km s−1 to over 1000 km s−1. In addition
to this order of magnitude variation in the local plasma sheet, it is likely that within the (plasma depleted)
reconnection flow the Alfvén speed is higher. For these reasons the radii calculated should be regarded as
lower limits. The mean R0 inferred from the catalog is 262 km (0.11 RM), consistent with previous work [Slavin
et al., 2012; Di Braccio et al., 2015], though slightly smaller; perhaps for the reasons outlined above. A typical
plasma sheet density of between 1 and 10 cm−3 [Gershman et al., 2014] suggests that the ion inertial length
in Mercury’s magnetotail plasma sheet is ∼78–228 km; only slightly smaller than the radius of the observed
flux ropes. Therefore, these flux ropes are of similar nature to the ion-scale flux ropes recently identified at the
Earth’s magnetopause [Eastwood et al., 2016].

The distribution of core field inferred from the force-free fitting (B0) is provided in Figure 5e). The mean B0

observed is found to be 22.44 nT, smaller than that observed by Di Braccio et al. [2015] (41 nT) and more
comparable to that observed at the Earth (20 nT) [Slavin et al., 2003].

The flux contained within the flux rope can be obtained from the results of the force-free fit:

ΦFR = 1
𝛼

2𝜋B0R2
0J1(𝛼) (4)

where ΦFR is the flux content of the flux rope, 𝛼 is a constant from the force-free fit (taken to be 2.4048
[Burlaga, 1988]), B0 is the strength of the core field, R0 is the radius of the flux rope, and J1(𝛼) is the first-order
Bessel function. As this equation requires the radius of the flux rope, it is implicitly dependent on the flux
rope velocity (once more assumed to be 465 km s−1 [Di Braccio et al., 2015]). The distribution of flux content
is displayed in Figure 5f. The average ΦFR is found to be 0.003 MWb, consistent with the previous estimate
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of Di Braccio et al. [2015]. In comparison, the average flux content of FTEs at Mercury’s magnetopause has been
found to be 0.06 MWb [Imber et al., 2011], suggesting that the flux contained within magnetotail flux ropes is
negligible when considering the closure of magnetic flux from the magnetosphere. Therefore, the majority of
the flux closure at Mercury must occur during continued lobe reconnection at the x-lines that generate flux
ropes [Richardson et al., 1987; Di Braccio et al., 2015].

5. Discussion

The survey results will now be discussed with respect to spatial variations across the magnetotail and factors
affecting flux rope creation.

5.1. Reconnection Location
Although no direct encounters with the NMNL (near-Mercury neutral line) are reported by this study, its rel-
ative location can be inferred from the direction of motion of the observed flux ropes. In total, 55% of the
observed flux ropes are moving toward the planet, these flux ropes are observed between 1.25 and 3 RM down
the Hermean tail. On this basis it could be inferred that the NMNL often lies downtail, beyond MESSENGER’s
orbit (R ≤ 3 RM). This broad result agrees with the preliminary analysis in section 4.1 and the recent statistical
study of Poh et al. [2017], who inferred that the average location of the NMNL was at X ′

MSM ∼ −3RM.

Figure 6 shows how the distributions of tailward and planetward moving flux ropes compare. Figures 6a and
6b show the distribution of the rates of flux ropes observed in each sector. Qualitatively, they show similar
distributions around the midnight (X′

MSM = 0); however, it can be seen that the more distant (downtail) detec-
tions postmidnight are almost solely due to planetward moving flux ropes (e.g., X ′

MSM ≤ −2). Figure 6c shows
the difference between Figures 6a and 6b. The majority of sectors are negative (red) indicating that planet-
ward moving flux ropes are more common, especially postmidnight. Again, this perhaps suggests that the
location of the NMNL (on average) lies downtail, beyond the coverage of MESSENGER.

Figure 6d shows the rate of tailward and planetward moving (MVA-confirmed) flux ropes projected along the
X′

MSM axis. The distributions are similar for both populations, indicating that the location of the NMNL is likely
extremely variable and can, perhaps under strong driving/loading conditions [Slavin et al., 2010], be located
very close to the planet. Di Braccio et al. [2015] inferred the location of the NMNL to be within ∼2 and 3 RM of
the planet, a result consistent with a highly mobile x-line within the coverage of MESSENGER.

Figure 6e shows the distribution of flux ropes across the Hermean magnetotail, along the Ŷ′
MSM axis. The

slight dawn-dusk asymmetry, highlighted in section 4.1, is shown here to be almost entirely due to a por-
tion of the planetward moving flux rope population (red bars). Of the planetward moving flux ropes, 62%
are located dawnward of the midnight meridian, compared to 52% of tailward moving flux ropes. This could
be explained by the NMNL forming farther down the magnetotail on the dawn flank. An asymmetric x-line
has been observed at Jupiter, though in the opposite respect: the Jovian x-line is located closer to planet
postmidnight [Vogt et al., 2010].

While this is a statistical result, it may be expected that on each occasion the NMNL forms at a given location
before retreating down the magnetotail, as was observed during the second [Slavin et al., 2009, 2012] and third
MESSENGER flybys [Slavin et al., 2010]. In these intervals the motion was diagnosed by observing a transition
from tailward moving flux ropes (and/or associated traveling compression regions, TCRs) to planetward mov-
ing structures (as at Earth, cf. Baker et al. [1996]). In both flybys the transition between tailward and planetward
motion occurred on timescales of the order of minutes to tens of minutes, comparable to the average duration
of plasma sheet passages in this study (4.6 min). In this statistical work, a transition from tailward to planet-
ward moving (MVA-confirmed) flux ropes was observed 34 times, at locations ranging from X ′

MSM = −1.35 to
−2.82 RM (i.e., across the full scope of this study). A total of 62 chains of more than one (MVA-confirmed) flux
ropes were observed, and so 55% of flux rope chains show evidence of neutral line retreat, indicating that this
is a relatively common occurrence.

5.2. Magnetotail Driving
Reconnection at the dayside magnetopause, if not matched by reconnection in the magnetotail, results in
a buildup of open flux in the magnetotail lobes. At Earth this is known as the growth phase of a substorm
[Akasofu, 1964]. This buildup of magnetic flux can be observed as an increase in the lobe magnetic field
strength [McPherron et al., 1973; Baker et al., 1996] or in the magnetotail flaring angle [Fairfield, 1985]. It
could be expected that reconnection becomes more likely within the magnetotail as the lobe field strength
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Figure 6. Histograms showing the rate of observation of (a) 111 tailward and (b) 137 planetward moving MVA-confirmed flux ropes. Data are binned in 0.25 RM
increments and projected onto the equatorial plane of the MSM coordinate system. (c) The rate of tailward moving flux ropes minus the rate of the planetward
moving flux ropes. Positive (blue) values indicate regions where tailward moving flux ropes are observed more often, while negative (red) regions show locations
where planetward moving flux ropes are more commonly observed. Figures 5d and 5e show the rates of planetward (red) and tailward (blue) moving flux ropes
binned along the X′

MSM
and Y′

MSM
axes, respectively.

increases and the plasma sheet thins, magnetospheric phenomena that have been observed at Mercury [Sun
et al., 2015]. Ideally, this would be explored using data from multiple spacecraft, allowing the simultaneous
measurement of lobe field strength and in situ flux rope encounters, especially at Mercury where the relative
timescales are very short [Slavin et al., 2009, 2012]. However, lacking multipoint observations, the average lobe
field (< |B|Lobe >) was recorded shortly before each plasma sheet passage (an average of 4 m 43 s before). A
background model lobe field can then be subtracted:

|B|Model
Lobe (|X′

MSM|) = A|X′
MSM|G + B0 (5)

where the values of the variables A, G, and B0 were determined to be 86.4, −3.1, and 41.4, respectively, by
Poh et al. [2017]. The aim of the subtraction is to provide an estimate of whether the lobe field is relatively
enhanced or diminished compared to other orbits. Figure 7 shows how the difference in lobe field strength is
related to the likelihood of flux ropes being observed during a plasma sheet crossing. The fraction of crossings
plotted is the number of crossings during which at least one (MVA-confirmed) flux rope is observed (for a
given lobe field strength) divided by the total number of crossings. The color bar is used to show the total
number of crossings for the relative lobe field strength. For example, during two separate orbital passes the
lobe field strength was over 40 nT greater than the model prediction; during both of the subsequent plasma
sheet encounters, at least one flux rope was observed (giving them both fractions of 1). It can be clearly seen
from Figure 7 that the larger the lobe field strength, relative to a background level, the more likely MESSENGER
was to observe flux ropes during the plasma sheet passage. Though Figure 7 is plotted for the MVA-confirmed
flux rope catalog, the same trend is found if the figure is repeated for the force-free subset.

5.3. Magnetotail Shear
Previous work at the Earth found a time-delayed correlation between the BY component of the magnetic field
in the IMF and the measured BY in the core of flux ropes observed in the center of the magnetotail. Moldwin
and Hughes [1992] recorded the hourly average of the IMF and found that 87% of the 39 flux ropes observed
had core fields orientated in the same direction. Later, Slavin et al. [2003] reported 79% of the 28 flux rope
core fields in their sample agreed with the preceding IMF. More recently, Borg et al. [2012] performed a similar
study with a sample size of 27, observing only a weak correlation. At Mercury, no contemporaneous upstream
measurements of the IMF are possible given the presence of a solitary spacecraft. However, reconnection
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Figure 7. The fraction of crossings during which (MVA-confirmed) flux
ropes were observed plotted against the relative lobe field strength
measured just prior to the plasma sheet encounter. The model lobe
field strength (from equation (5)) [Poh et al., 2017] is subtracted from
the average lobe field (measured shortly before entering the plasma
sheet boundary layer) to calculate the relative lobe field strength. The
color bar indicates the number of crossings present in each bin.

between the IMF and the dayside magne-
topause will result in transport of the IMF
BY into the magnetotail [Fairfield, 1979;
Cowley and Hughes, 1983; Petrukovich,
2011], either through direct convection
[Dungey, 1965] or asymmetric flux trans-
port [Tenfjord et al., 2015]. Estimates of
the timescale for the transport of the
IMF from the solar wind to the terres-
trial neutral sheet vary between ∼1 and
3 h, depending on the solar wind con-
ditions [Rong et al., 2015; Browett et al.,
2017]. At Mercury it is likely that this
timescale is much shorter, owing to the
smaller size of the magnetosphere and
stronger solar wind modulation [Burlaga,
2001; Slavin et al., 2010]. A full consid-
eration of the timescale involved in the
transfer of the IMF to the neutral sheet at
Mercury is both beyond the scope of this
work and unlikely to be possible with the

single-point measurements available. There are two unknown timescales, at Mercury, of importance to this
investigation, the first of which is the time for the IMF BY to penetrate the magnetotail. The second is the
timescale of variation of BY , both in the solar wind and the magnetotail.

The BY measured in the magnetotail has several major contributing factors: (a) interaction with the IMF,
(b) magnetotail flaring, and (c) local fluctuations of the plasma sheet. Source (a) is of primary interest to
this study in terms of its effect on the development of the core field of the flux rope [Moldwin and Hughes,
1992; Borg et al., 2012]. Source (b), flaring of the magnetotail, is significant in that MESSENGER’s orbit lies
within the flaring region; Poh et al. [2017] estimated that the flaring region statistically ends at ∼ −3.5 RM

(the extrapolated location where lobe field strength asymptotes). Quantifying the third source of mag-
netotail BY is nontrivial given the relative timescales of the spacecraft motion and plasma sheet fluctua-
tions. Instead, their effect is minimized by selecting lobe intervals at a distance from the plasma sheet.
The BY component due to the skew of the magnetotail (caused by the angle of solar wind incidence) is
assumed to be small, having been corrected for with the use of an aberrated coordinate system (e.g., BY′ )
[Fairfield, 1979].

To isolate the BY′ due to the interaction with the IMF we apply a two-dimensional model to allow the subtrac-
tion of an empirical model flared field. Figure 8a shows a three-dimensional plot, where the points indicate
the location of the measured lobe intervals and their corresponding values of BY′ . The surface and color bar
show the least squares quadratic model fit expressed in equation (6):

BModel
Y′ = a

(
X′

MSM

)2 + b
(

Y′
MSM

)2 + cX′
MSMY′

MSM + dX′
MSM + eY′

MSM + f (6)

A linear (planar) fit was also tested and found to result in larger residuals: it did not accurately describe the
reduction in flaring with downtail distance. The values of the coefficients obtained from the least squares fit
are shown in Table 1. The model can be seen to asymptote/flatten at ∼ −3.5 RM, this could be interpreted as
the end of the flaring region, consistent with the findings of Poh et al. [2017]. However, the model asymptotes
to a nonzero value of BY′ , perhaps due to the relative scarcity of data beyond ∼ −2.5 RM. Though the model
will describe the average tail flaring of the magnetotail, it is likely highly variable and dependent on recent
solar wind conditions.

Figure 8b) shows the maximum B′
Y measured within the flux rope (as an estimate of the core field strength)

plotted against the difference between the lobe field measurement (made prior to the flux rope encounter)
and the model value calculated from equation (6). The gray points and error bars show the individual mea-
surements and ±1𝜎 of the lobe BY′ . The blue solid points show the mean and standard error of the mean of
the data binned every 5 nT. The blue line indicates the best fit to the data (in gray).
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Figure 8. (a) The distribution of BY measured across the tail within the lobe (projected onto the X′
MSM

− Y′
MSM

plane).
The surface shows the least squares quadratic fit to the data, the color bar corresponds to the resulting modeled value
of BY . (b) The model subtracted value of BY measured in the lobe plotted against the maximum BY recorded in the 248
MVA-confirmed flux ropes. (c) The average B′Y measured within the plasma sheet compared to the maximum BY
recorded within the 248 MVA-confirmed flux ropes. For Figures 8b and 8c the gray points indicate individual flux ropes
(with the error bars showing ±1𝜎) while the data are also placed into 5 nT bins, the mean and standard error of the
mean are shown in blue. The blue lines show the result of a least squares fit to the gray points. The values of the Pearson
correlation coefficient and least squares fit are provided in the top right of the panels.

The correlation shown by Figure 8b is weak; only 58% of the observed flux ropes have core directions consis-
tent with the preceding lobe field orientations. The first potential explanation is down to the timescales of the
penetration of the IMF and variation of B′

Y . The lobe value is measured (on average)∼5–10 min before the flux
ropes are observed, so it is perhaps likely that the B′

Y measured is not the same as that present in the current
sheet during the formation of the flux rope. Also, the variation in B′

Y is evident in the relative size of the gray
error bars. It is also true that the study includes a large number of small-scale flux ropes, whose core orienta-
tion and strength is likely to be strongly dependent on the local conditions at their formation; conditions that
are not well explored with such broad averaging and unknown timing. Perhaps less critically, the maximum B′

Y

measured during the flux rope is a conservative lower limit to the core field of the flux rope; very few encoun-
ters will pass directly through the strongest core field at the center of the flux ropes. Similarly, as shown in
section 4.2, a large number of the observed flux ropes have a significant tilt to their core orientation (in the
X′

MSM-Y′
MSM plane) meaning that the peak B′

Y value will again underestimate the core field strength. Finally, the
value of B′

Y due to the flaring of the tail will vary over time depending on recent solar wind conditions; dur-
ing periods of strong (weak) driving, the tail flaring angle will increase (decrease), increasing (reducing) the
contribution of tail flaring to the observed B′

Y .

Figure 8c shows the relationship between the average B′
Y measured within the central plasma sheet and the

maximum B′
Y measured during the flux rope. Of the flux ropes, 67% are oriented in a manner consistent with

prevailing plasma sheet B′
Y , though the error bars (standard deviations) are relatively large, indicating that the

plasma sheet B′
Y fluctuates significantly. Some inconsistencies would be expected as we are not observing

the local plasma sheet where the flux ropes are formed, but the plasma sheet before, during, and after their
passage past the spacecraft. It may be expected that the core fields would correlate strongly with the local
Hall field [Teh et al., 2014].
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Table 1. Least Squares-Derived Coefficients for Equation (6)

Coefficient a b c d e f

Value 0.36 −0.43 7.79 2.86 27.3 1.32

The inverse of the gradient of the linear fit is large, indicating that (statistically) the core fields observed are
just over 6 times the average B′

Y measured in the plasma sheet at a similar time. As mentioned above, the Bmax
Y′

plotted here is a lower limit of the core field strength due to the observed flux rope tilt and largely nonzero
impact parameters. Though the results are generally consistent with the B′

Y in the nearby plasma sheet, result-
ing in the generation of the core field, there are a significant number of exceptions similar to the observations
of Borg et al. [2012] at Earth, perhaps due to variations in the strength of the local guide field [Teh et al., 2014].

6. Conclusion

The MESSENGER mission provides a wealth of crossings through the magnetotail plasma sheet. An automated
method has been applied to 319 of these crossings to identify flux ropes. The method initially identifies inter-
vals when the north-south component of the magnetic field passes through zero. These are cross-checked
to select those that occur concurrently with peaks (identified using a CWT: continuous wavelet transform)
in the dawn-dusk component and/or total magnetic field. Flux ropes are then selected as those possessing
well-defined MVA coordinate systems with clear rotations of the field. In total, 248 flux ropes are located, 74
of which are then found to be well represented by a cylindrically symmetric, constant 𝛼 force-free model.

A small dawn-dusk asymmetry is observed, with 58% of flux ropes observed postmidnight. In situ flux rope
encounters are intermittent, with 61% of plasma sheet crossings yielding no flux ropes. However, flux rope
observations are found to be more likely if the preceding lobe field is relatively enhanced. Flux ropes are
observed at up to a rate of∼5 min−1 during active intervals; however, the average peak rate (post midnight) is
only 0.25 min−1. Only 25% of flux ropes are observed in isolation; the majority occur in close succession with
the time between adjacent flux ropes generally being less than 100 s. The radii of the identified force-free flux
ropes are found to be of the order of ion inertial length in Mercury’s magnetotail plasma sheet.

Minimum variance analysis suggests that the majority of the motion of the flux ropes is confined to the
X′

MSM-Y′
MSM plane. It is also found that a large fraction of the flux ropes observed display a significant skew in

the X′
MSM-Y′

MSM plane, perhaps due to an asynchronous release of the ends of the flux ropes, or an east-west
spread of the reconnection location.

Very little difference is observed between the downtail distributions of planetward and tailward moving flux
ropes identifications, suggesting that the x-line is highly mobile over the region surveyed. Across the mag-
netotail (in the dawn-dusk plane) it is found that the majority of postmidnight identifications are moving
planetward, perhaps suggesting that the x-line is located farther down the tail in this region. In addition, 55%
of flux rope chains show some evidence of neutral line retreat.

The effect of the IMF on the flux rope core field orientation is indirectly probed using the lobe and plasma sheet
fields. Very weak correlations are found with the lobe field, and a slightly stronger relationship is found with
the plasma sheet field. The core field of the flux ropes is found to be∼6 times greater than the azimuthal com-
ponent of the magnetic field in the plasma sheet. The upcoming European Space Agency (ESA) Bepi-Colombo
mission to Mercury will be well positioned to shed more light on these topics, with two orbiters allowing
multipoint observations.
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